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N yata is a fashion label with a difference. For starters, it eschews traditional 
sizing in favour of descriptions such as “beautiful” (size eight-10), 
“jaw-dropper” (16-18) and “gorgeous” (20-22).

The brainchild of Geelong designer and self-described curvy model Amber 
Gwynn, Nyata is named after the Indonesian word for “real”. The label grew out 
of frustrations Gwynn came across when modelling.

Her first modelling job was for lingerie label Simone Perele, and Gwynn 
quickly found success. But, over time, she realised two things: there were few 
fashion choices for larger women; and she couldn’t stand the term “plus size”.

These frustrations helped Gwynn see an opportunity, “a gap in the fashion 
industry” for women of all sizes. That led to Nyata, which launched in 
autumn last year. 

“It’s really about giving women of all sizes equal fashion options and 
promoting equality in fashion,” Gwynn says.

She has been overwhelmed by support for Nyata in the Geelong 
community and through social media. “What I love about the label 
is, it’s a story,” she says. “It’s more than a fashion label.”

A self-taught designer with a flair for painting and drawing, 
Gwynn is already dabbling in designing fabric prints. 

Even in the café where we meet, she pauses and takes in the 
colour of the stairs – an unusual green. 

“Everything around me inspires me,” she says. “I’m not 
influenced by big trends – I just make my own.”

While her range features popular choices such as 

kimonos and sequin detailing, Gwynn says it’s the simplest kimonos and sequin detailing, Gwynn says it’s the simplest 
pieces, such as the black basics, that drive demand. pieces, such as the black basics, that drive demand. 

She’s also happy to give her customers what they want: She’s also happy to give her customers what they want: 
“I revolve it around what I see people want. It’s evolving.”“I revolve it around what I see people want. It’s evolving.”
A coming highlight will be shooting her next campaign in A coming highlight will be shooting her next campaign in 

Bali. “The last photo shoot I was modelling, styling, managing Bali. “The last photo shoot I was modelling, styling, managing 
time and managing the catering,” she says. “It was just the most time and managing the catering,” she says. “It was just the most 

crazy day.
“This time I’m just going to model.” 

But it’s not all shoots and Bali visits for Gwynn, who is also working But it’s not all shoots and Bali visits for Gwynn, who is also working 
to use Nyata for positive change in the areas of body image to use Nyata for positive change in the areas of body image 

and health.
With an Instagram account that brightly reflects posts With an Instagram account that brightly reflects posts 

on health as well as fashion, Gwynn is excited about on health as well as fashion, Gwynn is excited about 
a new campaign for Nyata. It will launch early next a new campaign for Nyata. It will launch early next 

month under the hashtag #WeAllFitReal.
“ ‘We all fit real’ is the new slogan for the brand, and ‘We all fit real’ is the new slogan for the brand, and 

this is my way of celebrating it,” she says.
Having experienced – and overcome – bullying as a Having experienced – and overcome – bullying as a 

child, Gwynn now has a dream to help other women to child, Gwynn now has a dream to help other women to 
embrace their own natural shape. 
“I hope to inspire people, especially younger girls, through “I hope to inspire people, especially younger girls, through 

my label and through my modelling component as well,” she my label and through my modelling component as well,” she 
says. “It’s OK to be curvy and not get bogged down in what says. “It’s OK to be curvy and not get bogged down in what 

society expects of us.” \ 
akosmanovski@theweeklyreview.com.auakosmanovski@theweeklyreview.com.au
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“it’s ok to  
be curvy”

CREDITS

PICTURES \ Jason Lau
MODELS \ Jessica Ling, 
Amber Gwynn and Belle 
Leslie from BELLA Model 
Management

JESSICA WEARS \
Shifty Thing dress, 

$180, Bunga Charm 
kimono, $170

AMBER WEARS \
Tropis Beauty kimono, Tropis Beauty kimono, 

$170
BELLE WEARS \ 

Cantik dress, $190

BELLE WEARS \
Bunga Charm kimono, $170
JESSICA WEARS \
Tropis Beauty kimono, $170, 
One Tribe necklace, $70 
AMBER WEARS \
Gugus bracelet set, $80
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